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When Rachel Wade and Sarah Ludemann woke up on the morning of April 14th, 2009, neither girl

thought that this day would be any different than a typical Tuesday morning. That turned out to be a

fatal assumption, for that evening Rachel Wade stabbed Sarah Ludemann two times in the chest,

piercing her heart. She barely had a pulse when police and paramedics arrived. This would be a

night that Pinellas County, Florida would remember forever.
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This is a total waste of time and money. I think Kindle is really stretching it allowing this to be called

a book . You are basically paying $2.99 to read the equivalent of newspaper article. I want my

money back. This is total CRAP.In short, please don't buy this. I am a slow reader and the entire

"book" took ten minutes to read.

This cannot be described as a book. At best, it's a long magazine article without photos. I would

have wished Ms. Winston had given more background information, and "fleshed out" their

characters a little more. It's a very compelling story-more so because it's true. But we need more

than just the few pages the reporter has given us.



I have read a longer version about this murder case and must say this brief and to the point version

is better. The facts, background, murder and trial and sentence is all given in quick and efficient

order, if someone just wants as Mr. Webb would say, 'the facts.' This book is dactyl that.

It's the story of two teenagers, in love with the same player guy. One, of many, promiscuous guys

that prey on young, insecure or naive girls. A lot of teenage drama that, fueled by the media, ends

badly. Two families destroyed. Two nice girls' lives totally destroyed. And the player? Very well,

thank you. Ready to go on and prey on, and play, some other naive teenagers.I gave it 4 stars

because of the way it's written. Seems more like a newspaper article or court transcript, than a

book.I recommend this book to the parents of teenage girls, so they can be aware of what goes on

around their daughters. I also recommend this to teenage girls, to help them see what is a guy after

when he's seeking them and also as a warning before engaging in a relationship.

Great reading material about young people who get too involved with each other when they should

have been focused on education. This is a tragedy that serves as a warning to other young people

who lack self control and self confidence. High school kids can read this and learn from it. I regret

this reading was so short.

I think it's a good book, basically what was read in the newspapers and court records.The writer did

a great job of making sure the same facts were added that you can find on Google.Worth reading

for free...Not sure I'd pay for this one.

I gave this book 4/5 stars. I am a picky critic, and when it comes to ratings, I don't throw perfect

scores freely. However, the book is not bad as it's concise and straightforward. It gives a lesson

rather than just being a true crime story. I would recommend this to anyone who is dependent on

communicating technology as a reminder that it's better to talk than to fight. Last, many things are

not worth fighting â€” or worse dying â€” for, especially not for a boy.

Nothing here I didn't already know
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